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weather

You cannot fly like

Bate today, with some thunder
storms possible. Highs In the
SOs. Mostly cloudy tonight and
tomorrow. Low tempers tares
tonight in the 30s. Highs
tomorrow in the upper 40s.

an eagle with the
wings of a wren.
William Henry Hudson
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Wright State University Davton. Ohio

Caucus plans to pass petitions next week
By DORIAN A. VIOLIN
Guardian Staff Writer
The Wright Stste Student Caucus will pass petitions next week
to protest the proposed tuition
hike for next year.
According to statements made
by Caucus Chairer Steve Bentsen
at the weekly Caucus meeting,
tables will be set up outside of the
Allyn Hall lounge and petitions

will be available to sign. The
petitions will be sent to area state
representatives.
THIS IDEA came from a newsletter about a campaign called
HALT. H>LT stands for "Higher
Ambitions, Lower Tuition."
HALT is a letter writing campaign started by the Ohio University Student Senate in order to
show student concern over rising

tuition rates.
The letter states. "The state
legislature is presently reviewing
the budget for the upcoming
biennium...Thc present attitude
of legislators in Columbus is that
students do not care. We the
students of Ohio's universities
feel differently. If the present
higher education budget is approved. students around the state

will pay J80-S90 more per quarter
in tuition. What is needed is a
show by students that they care."
ACCORDING TO a Student
Caucus spokesman, each state
university is being contacted in
this letter writing campaign. S32
million more than is provided in
the current proposed budget is
needed in the areas of student

subsidies, according to HALT.
In other business, the caucus
again failed to discuss the proposed vote of "no confidence" in
Executive Director of Student
Auxiliary services Elizabeth Dixon during the public portion of the
meeting. The caucus did. however. go into executive session to
discuss personnel matters.

Wright State fan receives shot to the nose
By KEVIN THOBTON
Goardtaa AiwHaU Writer
Don't look now, sports fans,
but your physical well-being may
be endangered at any moment.
Consider the case of Lisa Lord,
junior Nursing major. At Wednesday's Raider basketball game.
Lord was attempting to cheer up
her defeated team. With cries of,
"We're still number one," she
descended the stairs to exit, only
to be struck in the face by an irate

r

St. Joseph s fan.
• SHE JUST CAME UP, called
me a real nasty name, and then
socked me in the nose." Lord
said. "She must be a professional
boxer or something because she
really hit hard." Afterwards, the
unidentified St. Joe's fan met
Lord again in tne r.E. lobby, arid
once again taunted her with calls
of "bitch." This time she was
accompanied fcy an older woman
who Lord thought was her mother

The two then fled, and attempts
by friends of Lord's to catch the
pair were in vain.
Lord is a member of Student
Caucus and a staunch Raider
supporter. She also belongs to the
Wright State Raider Rowdies.
She describes herself as a gentle
person.
"I'm not at all aggressive, I
just couldn't hit anyone My
friends wete so shocked that they
didn't do anything until later; 1

was in a state of shock all the may
home. 1 can't even remember
leaving."
WITH THE POSSIBILITY that
WSU might play St. Joe's in the
upcoming NCAA Tournament,
there is a chance that Lord and
her attacker will meet again.
However, Lord says she will
attend the game, although admr:ting that she will "probably

6

Seminars to be held
By JOHN SALYER
Guardian Aaaodate Editor

A sculpture by artist Pheobe Helman »hich is
currently on display at WSU. Tht wo.-i entitled

hide."
She concluded "The whole
thing, including the game, was a
blatant case of bad sportsmanship. She didn't even know me,
and to punch a stranger in the
face is just plain tacky. I just hope
we beat St. Joe's the next time,
maybe I'll feel better about this
whole thing."

In an attempt to raise the level
of students' tnowledge of their
rights and responsibilities as
tenants, as well as the general
housing situation for Wright State
students, the Ombudsman's office is scheduling a series of
seminars dealing with the subjects.
Former Caucus Chairer George
Sideras. who is working on the
project in co-operation with the
Ombudsman's office, said. "We
just want to provide a fairly
realistic picture of what the
housing situation is like for
University students."
THE PROJECT IS an outgrowth of last year's efforts by
the Ombudsman to inform tenants of their rights with the
publication of a brochure entitled
'Tenants Anyone?".
According to Sideras. the office
"fkroNghv-iay 1978" can be seen in the Art
ill not be publishing any bookGallery in the Creative Arts building.
lets this year, but will instead
—
.
of Art Pept
^ / h hold
t
three seminars covering a

:

variety of topics designed to help
students learn details about livin
aw ay from home for the first time.
"This(the seminars) is open (o
anyone, but we're primarily targeting towards WSU students."
Sideras explained.
SIDERAS ADDED that the
exact dates for the seminars
haven't been set yet, but that
they want to have them all before
the end of the quarter. The first
has been tentatively scheduled
for next week, and will be held in
the University Apartments on
Zink Road.
Students who arc living away
from home for the first time arc
generally not prepared to deal
with the details of managing the
kind of budget necessary to
maintain an apartment, Sideras
contends.
The three major topics to be
dealt with in the ser.iinars are
designed to help students become
prepared.
(See 'SEMINARS,' page 3)
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{ UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
New techniques help those with disorder
WASHINGTON UPI - An estimated seven million Amcicans
suffer from persistent, nervewracking sounds in their head usually ringing in the ears or
buzzing, roaring or hissing
noises.
The disorder is called tinnitus
and. until recently, has largely
been ignored by medical researchers because it itself won't
kill you.
But Robert Hocks, national
chairman of the American Tinnitus Association, said the sounds
can be so maddening that some
tinnitus sufferers are driven to
drugs, alcohol, "and finally, for
many, suicide."
FOR MOST tinnitus sufferers,
there is no cure. But help is

available. The ATA, based in
Portland, Ore., has just started a
national series of meetings to
introduce to hearing specialists
ear-worn devices that can mask
the ringing and other sounds of
tennitus.
Dr. Jack Vernon of the University of Oregon health Sciences
Center said the tinnitus maskers
emit a steady sound to drown out
the head noises. He said, in most
cases, the device's sound is more
psychologically acceptable than
the tinnitus and can be ignored
like most people disregard background noises.
"We routinely shut out background sounds all the time." he
said during a recent syumposium,
"If we can cover up a patient with

an external, uninteresting, not
too !oud sound, then it's very easy
for them to shut that out. It's very
difficult to shut out tinnitus."
HE SAID about 70 percent of
people suffering from tinnitus can
benefit from maskers.
To Trudy Drucker. of River
Vale. N.J.. the masking devices
make life worih living. She has
severe tinnitus aod said she twice
tried to kill herself.
"It's just agonizing," she said
at a recent ATA workshop. "It's
terrible. I wear a masker and it
does help. It helps my normal
tinnitus. I also have a kind of
agonizing howl that 1 can't mask
out yet."
THE CAUSES of tinnitus are
unknown, but Vernon said head

injury and excessive noise appear
to have major roles in producing
the disorder.
"It's a very perplexing thing,"
said Dr. Robert Sandlin. associate
director of the speech and hearing
clinic at Childrens' Hospital in
San Diego. Calif.
"You're treating the sympioms
rather than understanding the
real cause."
SOME DRUGS are known to
increase tinnitus symptoms and
Vernon said. "I have three patients who say never again will
they smoke marijuana because it
makes their tinnitus worse."
Vernon said most of the tinnitus sufferers he sees are over
the age of 45. but he has treated
patients as young as 14.
"It is not uncommon to see

patients who have endured tinnitus for 20 years." he said "It is
not uncommon for the World War
II veteran to have acquired a
minor case of tinnitus around
1943. or so. which over the years
has gradually increased in severity-"
BECAUSE ABOUT 5 percent of
tinnitus is caused by medical
problems such as tumors and
infections, Vernon said that before people seek help from mask
ing devices, they shouid first see
their ear, nose and throat physician.
"You want to find out if there is
a medical reason that can be
corrected," he said. "Then, if
that is not the case, you can go to
this non-medical type of treatment."

Death takes on new meanings in today's world
UPI • Luke played professional and spiritual activity in both stitute for reality. Robert Kasten- such as mental telepathy, that
football. He was big, tough, and traditional and nontraditiona! baum. superintendent of Cushing cannot be readily explained in
forms. Evangelism, faith healing, Hospital in Massachusetts, has terms of our known sense organs.
assured.
For example, when 1 speak at
When the doctor told him he prophecy, as well as occultism, studied responses to clinical
had cancer and had only a few satanism. witchcraft, spiritual- death and finds that most people conferences on consciousness and
months to live. Luke was angry, ism, and the scientific study of don't seem to have "life after ask how many believe in immortality, few raise their hands.
confused, and felt cheated "Why the supernatural are all current life" experiences.
New scientific attitudes have But when 1 ask how many have
me?" he asked the hospital chap- manifestations of the ancient
had
extrasensory experiences,
recently
made
all
human
exlain. "What's life all about if yearning for answers to the
death comes so quickly? What's mysteries of death. Capping this perience. both physical and psy- the response is often nearly
next? Is this the end of me?"
renaissance of spiritual questing chological, a valid field for labora- unanimous.
YET THE two concepts are rehas been excitement over the tory examination. One such area
Luke's questions are our que-,
tions. too.
prospect of providing scientific of research is the supernatural lated. The extrasensory or paraand
extrasensory
experiences.
normal
illustrates a different relaverification
of
survival
after
DEAD AINU BURIED
the
end? Doesn't some par; of us death.
RECENTLY. for
instance,
survive the cessation of biological
function? These aic old and per- much interest has been shown in
sistent questions to which hu- the writings of Raymond Moody
mans for ages have sought an
and Elisabeth Kubler-Ross. who
swers.
explore the experience of surday came from Rep. Arthur
COLUMBUS UP! The House
Beliefs about some form ot life viving clinical death, in which
after death -.re among our oldest there are no apparent vital signs. Energy and Environment Com- Bowers, D-Steubcnville, Edgar
known concepts Neanderthal peo- Dr. Moody, a physician, in his mitter will vote March 7 on a Hinton of the Ohio United Auto
ple. worclbsn 100,000 years ago, best-selling book "Life After proposal that would place a Workers, and Ghay Holcolmb of
buried their dead with cere- Life", reports numerous accounts 10-cent deposit on all soft drink the United Steel Workers.
All three said the deposit bill
monies that suggested beliefs in of individuals who had apparently and beer containers sold in the
would cause the steel and canning
immortality. Is Persia. (IO.OOO "oied" or been very "near state.
The committee heard testimony industries to lay off about 3,000
years ago, grain and other provi- death" and who survived to tell of
sions were placed in the grave for wondtous, peaceful feelings, ci- for the first time Wednesday from employees because of the reopponents.
Chairman Rep. Tho- sulting decreased demand for
ties of light, and glowing vistas.
use in thi next life.
Kubler-Ross, the well-known psy- mas P. Gilmartin. D-Youngstown, their product.
TRADITIONALLY, MOST maTHE OPPONENTS also said they
jor religions have expressed be- chiatrist, has publicized her own said further opposition testimony
would probably favor legislation
and other -Mit-of-body experi- will be heard next week and the
liefs about an afterlife for the
that would place a tax on all
human soul. Such conceptions of ences as well as her conviction committee will vote on the proposal
March
7.
companies that generate litter,
life after death have taken various that the human spirit survives thi
The
bill
was
brought
before
the
with the money earmarked for
death of the body.
forms, from (he vision of a bleak
recycling centers.
The tremcndcus interest in Legislature through initiative peunderground of the Homeric
"Bottles and cans only represuch accounts appears to be a titions circulated by the Ohio
Greeks, through the prospect of
sent about 20 percent of the total
quest for assurances that life Alliance for Returnables. If the
judgment of the ancient EgypGeneral
Assembly
fails
to
enact
a
litter
problem," Bowers said.
can.iot be blotted out by a biologitians and the Christian tradition,
"We need to reduce litter
to ihc Hindus' «nd Buddhists' cal event called death. Traditional- law favorable to the group it can
through a comprehensive aply. re'igion provided such as- gather more signatures and place
belief in an almos; endless series
proach and not just a bill aimed at
surances. It is significant that the measure on the ballot.
of ^incarnations.
GILMARTIN
SAID
he
is
hesi
the bottle and can industry."
people now look to science for
[taken together, the importance
tant
to
change
the
proposed
bill
Hinton said at least 3,000 steel
answers.
of such beliefs in different reand canning jobs would be lost
However, it would be unfor- because an amended version may
ligions suggests a persistent huand more persons employed in
tunate if the answers were mis- not be favorable to the Alliance.
mid nfed to believe that some
related industrii.-s would be laid
leading. As Dr. Samuel Vaisrub. He indicated the committee
form ef existence continue* after
off
would
probably
consider
alternaeditor of the "Journal of the
physical death
tives.
such
as
a
tax
on
all
litter
"WHY MUST the hard workAmerican
Medical
Association"
After t steady decline in reing skilled laborer pay for the
observed, "Resuscitation is not producers, if the proposal is
ligious participation, we have
litter of a few." he said. "We
defeated.
w . v v.vv
resurrection.",.,,
v-tnessed in the United
NOR" IT WasMAhCe' a ' MB • • 'BppositWwi testimony" Wedrtes* . - havAtofttak «>the- haman-Brtngs.
<« re"*urg«?iVof

tionship to space and time. The
laboratory methods now being
used to explore consciousness as
well as clairvoyance, telepathy,
and precognition are beginning to
shed light on the possibility of human survival after death.
This does not. of course, prove
that any aspect of the person or
mind docs, in fact, survive death.
Many researchers still believe the
evidence is inconclusive, and to
take any position is really a
matter of t'aith.

Ten-cent deposit bill receives opposition
involved. We would be dumping
some people on the scrap heap."
Proponents to the bill argue
that the legislation would create
jobs for retailers and distributors
who would have to collect the
bottles and cans for recycling.

Omboda
The Ombudsman's Office
provides many different services to the students, faculty,
and administration. As an
information source, the office
' offers a trained staff who will
,try to assist you w .th apy
questions you may have about
university services or procedures.
The Office also has hand>books on:
'

Tenant's Rights
The United W»y Social Ser' vices Directory
| Guidi to Services Offered by
i State and Selected Agencies
, Keeping Records; What to
.Discard
. Going to Court in Small

•Claims

.

..V.-.W.V.Wi'iV.V Wv.'tV
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UCB Mlnlverslty

Recognized by Aspen StateTeachers College
By LORA LEWIS
Guardian Staff Writer
University Center Board's Miniversity has been recognized by
the Aspen Slate Teacher's College. which will now accept
transfer courses from the miniversity.
Steve Barkett. chairer of the
miniversity. described ASTC. "It
was started in 1971. Since then it
has grown from obscurity to
somewhat national recognition."
This is not a bad record for what
started as a small print shop.
"I'M ON FACULTY there."
Barkett claims. "Although WSU
doesn't have a football team.
ASTC does, and it's undefeated.
We even play West Point, Ohio
State. Michigan..."
Barkett admits that their
amazing record might be due to
the fact that the other teams don't
show up for any games. "They
haven't been notified of them."
he said.
A possible exchange of courses

is being considered for the future. second-degree black belt, or they
Included is one of Barkett's have many years' experience in
favorites: Mall-bowling. "You're the field."
allowed up to twenty students in a
Next quarter s class list inclass, in increments of 10." he cludes two types of Karate,
explained. "You stand in groups self-defense for women, disco and
about 60 feet apart, like bowling belly dancing, backpacking, aspins, and the instrudtor rolls beer trology uid wine tasting. An
kegs at them."
instructor from Total Woman
SURVIVORS OF mall-bowling health spa will teach a class of
pass the class, although mid- Dancercizc, and courses in rapterms and finals are "usually pelling and marksmanship will be
canceled due to luck of interest." offered in conjunction with the
Barkett keeps in contact with
Aspen State. "We're closcly
working out the ramifications ot
working with WSU," he said.
"They were concerned that WSU
doesn't have the national reputa(Continued from page 1)
tion." WSU's basketball team,
"THE OLD TENANTS hand
something ASTC lacks, finally
bcok (put out by the ombudsclinched the deal.
"WE'LL HAVE MORE courses man's office) was complete
just this one quarter than it's had enough, but it dealt mostly with
in any two previous quarters," he leases and renting procedures."
said. "The instructors are well Sideras said.
The seminars will deal with
q"alified. Two are certified teachers; the Karate instructor has a other topics relating to housing.
Included will be food budgeting,
with details on how to manage a
budget for groceries and avoid
the pitfalls of food purchasing.
Also covered will be finding
truth in nutritional labeling, including basic nutritional needs
and a discussion of the United
States Department of Agricul-

ROTC.
"The first class will begin on
April 2," said Barkett. "It's
'Dancercizc.' followed immediately by belly-dancing."
"WE HAVE CLASSES every
night, with six or seven weeks of
classes, and you must sign up in
advance." he said. "Prices range
from $30 dollars to free, in
increments of five dollars. Any
student, faculty, or staff member
can take them." Currently, ap-

plications are available in the
UCB office.
"You can get your degree
through miniversity from ASTC."
he pointed out. "We have lower,
upper, and third degrees. I'll be
getting some diplomas in, if you
want to see one.
"If you're out to Aspen, then
proper certification as being a
miniversity student entitles you to
student prices." Barkett stated,
and that said it all.

Seminars cover tenants' rights

Support
your student
organizations

ture's system of grading foods.
ONE OF THE KEY areas dealt
with at the vminars will be crime
prevention and security in general, Sideras said.
"We stress that if you have a
lot of valuables, that you keep an
up-to-date list of all the serial
numbers of your valuables." he
urged.
How to choose the proper locks
for your apartment and how to
provide security for your car
(including protecting automobile
sound systems) are areas that will
also be discussed.
"YOUR LANDLORD is responsible under Ohio law for providing

a safe and secure place to live,"
Sideras said.
The key to effectively managing an apartment is understanding the dual nature of the tenants
position. "In this state you have
certain rights and responsibilities
as tenants. But if you don't live
up to some of your responsibilities as a tenant, then you waive
some of your corresponding
rights." Sideras added.
Students who are interested in
attending the seminars can get
more information about their
locations and times from the
Student Ombudsman Office at
extension 2242.

C'tnon,

Raiders
discover the
Walt Disney World
Spring Fling!
It's a terrific combination — you.
spring break, and Walt Disney
World, where there's more recreation. entertainment, and sheer spec—tacle than anywhere in Florida!
Roar through the galaxy on Space
Mountain . . sail with a crew of plundering pirates . . and surround yourself
with the fun and fantasy of the Magic Kingdom's six themed "lands" — all in the middle
of 43 square miles of vacation fun!
Magic Kingdom operating hours are extended March
11-24 (9 a.m -10 p.m.)*, so there's plenty of time to
make this year's migration magic Best of all, we're only a
few hours away from nearly any point
in Florida!
The Walt Disney World Spring Ring —
make it part of this year's break . and
make some memories
'Saturday Marc!) 17 and 24:
9 a.m.-midnight
General Admission and 8-Adventure Ticket Book: $8.50

Waft
MKKxaaoEnan

isney World
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Students' feelings
Coincidences are always interesting. Like the coincidental course
of events at the recent faculty meeting.
According to President Kegerreis. it was only a coincidence that
he announced the University's plans to become the first slate
university in Ohio to pick up the full cost'of teachers' retirement
payments before the vote of ' no confidence'' was dealt with
This action is probably only coincidentally related to the fact that
the majority of the faculty then proceeded to reject consideration of
Dr. Ritchie's motion to vote "no confidence'' in the president.
But if this maneuver did in fact sway the opinions of some faculty
members towards the administration s viewpoint, it certainly didn t
affect all of the faculty. There was still a sizable number offaculty
members who voted in favor of hearing Ritchie 's motion, 75 in all.
But regardless of how the faculty votes, this is obviously no
indication of how the students fee! about the kind of job the
president it doing.
There are. without a doubt, a sizable number of students on this
campus who are very unhappy with the administration s viewpoint
concerning the yearly tuition hikes that we have all been suffering
from of late.
But then, why should the administration care about how the
students feel? They have shown little initiative in obtaining student
input concerning administration policies.
After all. students don't really count, do they? They only
constitute the reason far this institution's existence.
Another interesting point to consider is that there were many
faculty members absent from the meeing. How would they have
voted? Would they have voted at all? Would they have stayed
awake?
Unfortunately, we shall never know. What we do know is that
there are problems which need to be addressed at Wright State.
Problems which will not go away regardless of how much confidence
the faculty has in the administration.

Governor slips
Wonder of wonders. Gov. Rhodes appears to have actually kept a
campaign promise. In Iris •imposed state budget, the governor has
allocated funds for the development of the Multiple Sclerosis Center
which he promised Wright State in 9 campaign speech given here
last October.
Of course, the entire budget still awaits the approval and possible
modification of the stir • legixlr/.ure, and the r.onty earmarked for
the center's construct!fi
be cut from the budget or spent
elsewhere.
But whih everyone is busy patting the governor on the back for
the center, it is interesting to note that his proposed budget contains
no provision for the lizakie raise which Rhodes promised Ohio's
public school teachers.
Unfortunately, the governor has no! winded his errant tvays.

LEF

Will Soviets remain neutral?
By JOHN SALYER
Guardian Amociate Editor
Confrontations which could
lead to global war, like the one
now going on in Southeast Asia,
generate a lot of fear in the
world, as well as in the United
States: fear of another world war,
fear of American involvement,
and the even darker fear of
nuclear confrontation with the
Soviet Union.
But actually, there are many
more confrontations than the
press (and therefore the general
public) hear about. According to a
report from the Brookins Institute, published in 1977, there has
been an average of one confrontation every month between super
po-vers, which could possibly lead
to war, since 1945. We just don't
hear about them all.
BUT THE ONE now going on it
South East Asia, between the
Chinese and the Vietnamese, has
recieved wide spread press coverage. Unfortunately, the reports
vary widely, depending on what
news source you use. Japan's
Kyoto news service seems to be
the best informed at the current
time.
They report that, according lo
the Vietnamese, the current invasion across Vietnam's northern
border by Communist Chinese
forces is an unprovoked and
ruthless act of aggression. There
'• can be little doubt that the
invasion is an aggressive act of
• war. Whether or not it was totally
I unprovoked is a matter open to
debate.
The Chinese contend that they
have no desire to permanently
;
'•
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occupy any Vietnamese soil, but
have launched their well-organized surprise attack as a political
slap in the face of Vietnam.
Vietnam deserves this "punishment." China contends, because
of the chronic mistreatment of
ethnic Chinese living in Vietnam,
as well as Vietnam's own recent
ruthless invasion of Cambodia.
NEITHER SIDE'S actions seem
to make a lot of sense. The
Chinese threat to Vietnam's northern border has long been known
to Vietnamese leaders. Surely,
the Vietnamese knew that the
already insecure Chinese leaders
would not stand for a military
occupation of most of Southeast
Asia by Vietnamest forces.
On the other hand it is difficult
to frithom what long ?ange goals
the Chinese hope to achieve by a
"temporary" (or so they claim)
invasion of small sections of
northern Vietnam. The Chinese
must now (as most military
experts on Southeast Asia do)
that the Vietnamese possess the
finest army in th»t part of the
world. This is probably a result of
«he Vietnamese's experiences dur
ing the last war (remember? it
was against the Americans). If
the Chinese do in fact entertain
hopes of taking Hanoi by force,
they will find it an immensely
difficult task.
The Chinese are attempting to
play an ace in the hole by
stepping up guerilla activity in
occupied Cambodia, in order to
tie up Vietnam's crack troops
stationed there, thus preventing
the Vietnamese from pulling
them back home for defense of

their northern border.
POSSIBLY THE MOST impor
tant factor in this inflammatory
situation is the Soviet Union
which makes no secret of both it:
friendship with the Vietnamest
and its animosity towards thi
Chinese.
So far, the Soviets are sayinj
they will not take any seriou;
overt military action against the
Chinese in retaliation for theii
recent actions, but such hastily
made assurances are historically
devoid of substance.
Recent reports indicate that th«
Soviets have stepped up reconna
isance flights over Southeas
Asia, and may be mobilizing
troops along the Soviet-Sino bor
der.
THIS IS, OF COURSE, assum
ing the Soviets maintain theit
current position of semi-neutral
ity.
The wounds from America'!
last involvement in a war against
communism arc far from being
enough forgotten to allow any
American president to commit us
to war. Of course, any involvement in the current conflict
couldn't be a fight against com
munism, since both sides are
communist governments, another
good reason to avoid American
military involvement.
Clearly the actions of the
Soviets will determine the actions
of the United States in the coming
weeks and months. Let us hope
that both governments avoid ma
neuvers which could draw both
sides into what could really
become "the war to end all
wars."

We want your letters
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Rock concerts are well defined rites of passage
By MIKE HOSIER
Guardian Newt Editor
American youth have few well
defined rites of passage into the
wisdom that comes with age.
Eventually we reach a point
where we can look back and chart
some degree of progress as to just
how much we've come to know,
but except for the transition out of
high school these steps are not
well defined.
Rock concerts are like that.
After the first rock concert there
is no real perceptable difference
in the individual, but he is. from
that point onward to the fringes of
eternity, not the person he was
before.
I SPEAK from personal know-

ledge. I recently experienced the
social upheaval known commonly
as a Rock Concert.
Lord help my poor soui.
Heart was playing. We stood in
20 degree weather waiting to gain
entrance to the Riverfront Coliseum. For an hour an a half we
stood. We were not sane. An
inebriated individual standing
nearby wished to incite a riot. He
was entertaining for perhaps the
first half hour of our vigil. Drunks
are like that-they sometimes get
repetitious.
THE HUMAN BODY can only
stand so much, and it seems that
the people in charge of the
coliseum came to lhat amazing
conclusion when they permitted
the commoners in a full 20
minutes before the gates were

scheduled to open. Such belated
kindness is worthy of a pitchfork
in Hades. I'm not bitter. I love
being chilled to the very marrow.
After being almost squeezed to
death when the doors were opened (literally-and I'm a large
person. I didn't think large people
were ever exposed to pressures
similar to those of trash mashers)
we found some debatably choice
seats and readied ourselves for an
experience.
Smoke filled the atmosphere
and people began to act very
jovial. A jovial person behind me
spilled a small portion of beer on
me. Such are mindless joys of
mental incompetents.
NOT TOO MUCH else happened before the warm-up band.
Exile, put in an appearance. As

Weekend movie reviews
By L. ALAN SCHEIDT
Guardian Film Critic
The following is a list of films
playing in and around the Dayton
area over the next weekend. For
times or ticket prices, contact the
theatre where each film is playing.
Autumn Sonata: Ingmar Bergman's latest film is a story of
desolation and pessimism featuring strong performances by
Ingrid Bergman and Liv Ullman.
(Kop-Tiki Cinemas)
The Brink's Job: William Friedkin's recreation of the multimillion dollar bank heist. (Cinema
North. Page manor Cinemas)
The Deer Hunter: This is the
newest of the Vietnam-themed
movies which has garnered nine
Oscar nominations and features a
strong performance by Robert
DeNiro. (Dabel Cinema)
The End of the V.'^rld in Our
Usual Bed in a Night Full of Rain:
Lina Wertmeuller's most recent
film, her first in English, is a
drama of the marital break-up
between Giancarlo Giannini and
Candice Bergen. (Little Art Theatre)
Every Which Way But Loose:
Clint Eastwood, Ruth Gordon and
an orangutan do a lot of running,
swearing tfnd fighting, but little
else. (Beaver Valley Cinemas,

Cinema North, Southtown Cinemas)
The Great Train Robbery: Not
to be confused with the silent
classic, this is a Victorian thriller
with Sean Connery. (Kettering
Cinemas, Kon-Tiki)
Halloween: This horror film
about an escaped psychotic has a
lot of scares and a growing,
devoted audience. (Kon-Tiki)
Hardcore: George C. Scott
searches for his daughter who has
been used in pornographic films.
(Dayton Mall Cinemas, Kettering
Cinemas)
Ice Castles: The true story of a
champion ice skater who suffers
through blindness to stay on the
top. With Robby Benson. (Dayton
Mall Cinemas)
It's Not the Site That Counts:
Double "..lesdres and low humor
fill this newest sex comedy.
(Loews Ames Cinemas)
The North Avenue Irregulars:
A Walt Disney comedy about a
priest, a batch of housewives and
the syndicate Included in the
impresssive cast are Edward Kerrman, Cloris Leachman and Barbara Hams. (Heaver Valley Cinemas. Sale'r, Mall Cinemas. Southtown Twin Cinemas)
Same Time hext Year. Ellen
Bursiyn. an Oscar nomir.ee, and
Alan Alda have a lot of fun 'o ih"i

adultrous comedy about a oncea-year romance. (Beaver ValleyCinemas, Salem Mall Cinemas)

someone whose musical tastes
still hold some affection for
Herman's Hermits, perhaps my
opinion of Exile's performance
won't be taken seriously. They
stunk. During Exile's performance an idiot took a great deal of
pleasure in annointing the back of
my head with an infrequent
missile. The missies were small
and hard and were not pleasant.
Maybe that's why 1 didn't cherish
Exile's performance.
A packed house filled the
Coliseum that night. Much to
the delight of everyone, some
over-zealous merrymakers lit
small explosives that would often,
when they had finished flying
about, land ' on other people.
Ha-ha.
Heart was tiuch more impressive than ifcv mistake that had
come on before them and had
music and a light show that was in
some ways akin to a religious
experience. But not close enough.
DURING HEART'S performance a stranger came and asked

Superman: This is the year's
biggest "entertainment" movie,
with generally wonderful performances and a script that is
both humorous and literate. (Dayton Mall Cinemas, Fairborn Twin
Cinemas, Salem Mall)
An Unmarried Woman: This
wonderful story of a modern
woman coping with divorce features an excellent performance by
Jill Clayburgh, superbly supported by the able and sensitive
direction/writing of Paul Mazursky. (Cinema Centre 1)
The Warriors: Everybody from
the police to other street gangs
are after the "Warriors" in this,
the first in a long line of "gang '
films. (Fairborn Twin Cinemas,
Washington Square Cinemas,
Loews Ames Cinemas)
Mrs. Zarko
READER AND ADVISOB
Will consult you on all matters
9:00 am— 8:00 pm
185 Shoup Mill Road
278—3332

[
j

to sit next to me in the empty aisle
seat. I am a kind person. The seat
wasn't occupied and otherwise he
might have to stand up for the
rest of the concert. Sure, I say.
This human-being-he might have
dropped out of Romper Room,
I'm not sure-wanted my seat,
too, it seemed, and managed to
slouch over into my spot (my
space, man!) and I was not
comfortable until he took a much
desired leave of absence.
Meanwhile, during the concert,
a group of people near us decided
to serenade ail within hearing
distance with a rousing tune or
two. I think they were school fight
songs.
Am I tainted? Ha; a formerly
happy fellow been despoiled by a
musical experience which is supposed to bring joy into my trivial
existence? 1 don't know.
I'D STILL LIKE to encase the
ape who spilled the beer on me in
a keg and bounce him down the
nearest mountain. The • earest
tall mountain.

SALE

Sf.
10 gallon
Extra Heavy Duty Custom Tank
with

$29.95

Wood Trim

Bulbs

Power Filter

Heater

Full Hood

Thermometer

no. 10 gravel

Plastic Plants

Tuea.-Sat.-10:00-9:00
Sun.-12:30-6:OO

HOUBSi
Mon.-l 2:30-9:00
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CLASSIFIEDS
for sale
DEXTER hiking boots for sale.
Men's size 6 1/2 (will fit
women size 8). Excellent condition $24.00. See them in 342
Oelman or call 878-4472. 2-21
FOR Sale-Antique, all wood
record cabinet. Will hold albums and player or radio,
solid and sturdy. Also a new
AM car radio and 2 speakers.
Will sacrifice some cost. Call
mornings 233-6231. 2-21

FLIGHT jacket-new-$30.00.
Interested persons leave note
in box A255. 2-23

wanted

DONATE paperbacks to the
new Student Book Exchange
(SBX). Drops boxes located
outside Allyn Lounge, the
Crock Pot. and the Bookstore.
2-23
PHOTOGRAPHER wanted for
July wedding. Experienced.
Call John: 252-1772. 2-23

76 CHEVY Blazer 4X4. All the
extras. 426-7373 2-21
1970 FORD van-6 cylinderused for handicapped students. Need to sell for a low
price. Also: Living room overstuffed black leather chair.
$12.00. Call 233-6231 mornings, 2-21
8 TRACK player with 2 almost
new speakers, tone and bal
ance. Many extras, must sell.
Will sacrifice cost. Brand
name-Sound Sign. For sale
Sony 8 track recorder, attaches
to receiver, sounds great
Must sell. Call 233-6231 mornings 2-21
1970 FORD Mustang, interior and exterior excellent.
250-6 cylinder engine, 66,000
miles AM-FM 8 track player
with two Jenson coaxial speak
ers ilSOO firm, if interested
leave n?.me and mailbox number in E497. 2-21

FOR SALE: 2-G78-15 snow
tires for $15.00. 2-F78-15 snow
tire5i mounted on Chevtlle
wheels foi $30.00. 4-E-78-14
regular tires for 510.00. Call
233-158? or Mailbox Ml 14.
1-2!
FOB Sale: 73 Da.sun 510.
70,1X10 miles, cracked head.
Have written *;:.iim»ve. Needs
shocks, otherwise perfect
4600. Leave note fot Roger at
022 BH Phase 1. 2-21

SUN LAMP fot Mtt, brand
new, bought for $65.00, will
cell for 540.00. Ha* be-tn usee.
jwicf. ail components we in
super shape, get bronze before
you hit tht Florida Leach
spring break I Leave reply 'n
M741. 2-21
IfrtVOS electric guitar, delure rw, and amplifier. Al! in
excellent condition: al! for
S22S. Mailbox R564 Phone:
122 6055. 2 23

SSSNEED MONEYSSS I need
an artsy-craftsy person to assist me in the preparation of
art work for class projects for
spring quarter. Contact Ginger. Allyn Hall Mailbox W587.
2-23
HELP wanted: Drive-in male
or female 18 years or over.
Immediately. Cashier, concession help, ramp boys. Minimum wage all evenings. Apply
in person. Fairbora Twin Cinema after 6:00 p.m. X-2-21-3
PART-TIME
Job-Businessman requires personal attendant due to physical disability.
Duties include assistance with
dressing, personal hygiene
and housekeeping-early mornings. evenings, and weekends.
10-15 hours per week, $3.00
per hour. Live-in arrangements possible. May also hold
another full-time job. Will
train reliable person, male or
female. Call 878-6735. 2-14-10
TYPING. Professional work
Well-acquainted with format
for Wright State theses. Will
do dissertations, manuscripts,
research papers. Mrs. Walker
47,6-7094. 2-21

for rent
ROOMMATE wanted: House
in Fairborn. 10 minutes from
WSU. Own bedroom. Rent $58
plus 1/3 utilities. Call 8792294 evenings. 2-23

SIESTA Key condominium
available March 17-24. 2 bedrooms. 2 baths. sleeps 6.
Faces the Gulf. Call 299-2709.
2-23
WANTEDi Female roommate
to share Huber home. No
deposit. $135.00 per month.
Includes all utilities except
phone. 233-8438. 2-23

ROOMMATE wanted to share
Bi-level 4 bedroom-two living
room house 3 miles from
WSU. Utilities phone and water included in rent. $70 deposit
anJ $100 a month. Call Craig
879-0714 before you drop in at
43 Sunburst in Fairborn. No
narcs please! 2-21

miscellaneous

HOLA A mistake was made in
the Daily Guardian Feb. 21.
1979. It stated that Sylvia
Kalsey would speak on Guatemala. It should have said
Wednesday Feb. 28.1979 at
2:10 in Room 222 Millett.
Sorry Folks! 2-23

FREE to good home! 2 Alaskan Malamutes (1 male. 1
female) sled dogs. May be
contacted at mail box HI47.
2-23

WHAT is sin? Find Out! Write
"4 spiritual laws" and your
box number on a slip of paper
and place in box El 72. 1 will
give you a booklet containing
the answer. 2-23

personals
TO Debbie Kelly: Thanks for
being at the V.D. party, we
appreciate you showing up.
Piul 2-23
TO Hairless; What's wrong.
Never thought you'd report to
advertising I thought your
name preceded you!! The
girl's from the mug never
come down to our house. Told
you I'd get you back for Kiser
Lake. Paul the Barfly. 2-23
BECKY Bush, we're all looking forward to supporting you
Sunday at your installation as
president of Panhel. Congratulations to you and all the
other Panhellenic officers.
With love. Your Delta Zeta
Sorority Sisters. 2-23
NICE German boy studying
here for the year wants a nice
girl between 18 and 20 to show
him around town on weekends. Must have decent standards. I'm good looking and
have a car. Leave reply in
Mailbox N428 AL'yn. 2-23
JODIE, Once upon a time, we
would both agree that you
were me and 1 was you. What
has happened to us both that
you are you and I am me.
Time, Babe, Time. I Love Your
pooh-bearlll! 2-23

DELTA Zeta is the best.
Thanks for all your support,
The Lowing Omicrons! 2-23

HI Bruce, you good looking
guy. you are also a great
friend, signed Pumpkin. 2-23

HAPPY Birthday Bobby C.,
May all your wishes come true
for you! Your Special Girl, Me!
2-23

HCP, Even though you gave
me a parking ticket. 1 still
think you are sexy! Your secret
admirer with the blue car. 2-23

JOANNA, maybe in the spring
they come out of hibernation.
My luck may change yet! I 2-23

THANKS to everybody who
made the V.D. party a success.
Wait till next year! Watch for
the toga party. Barfly's 2-23

DEB.Thanks for the number.
See you down in Florida or
maybe sooner. R.B. 2-23
DEAR Susan. Thanks for being the best little a D.Z.'s ever
had. Always remember its a
Delta Zeta World. Love your
Big. 2-23
HEY Bobo-Thanks for being a
great D.Z. big. Sorry if we
embarassed von in the library.
Loads of love, your little. 2-23

HEY Becky W.-Seen any basketball games lately? What
can 1 say. we just can't compete. Your D.Z. pal in the
bathroom. 2-23

DEAR Jerry R. Tell your
girlfriend. Hi Love: A Pepsi
Drinker. 2-23
Dear Mr. William Scott
Brown. We are pleased to
inform you we are gaining
much progress on your baffling case. With dedication &
determination. We are confident in knowing your case is in
good hands. Sincerely: Barnabv and Quincy. 2-23
MARY and Michelle-we're all
proud to have you as initiated
(soon-to-be) sorority sisters.
Congratulations, the sisters of
Delta Zeta. 2-23
TO the Delta Zeta Omicrons:
thanks for thinking of us on
Valentines Day! We really
loved our red felt hearts. Love
in Delta Zeta, Your sorority
sisters. 2-23
DEBBIE-A special thanks for
coming to the V.D. party at the
Barfly house-Barfly's 2-23
BARFLYS, Thanks for the
great party 1 It was quite an
experience. Twink 2-23

TO my big. Lisa. Thanks for all
your help and support during
my crisis! You arc the best big
in the world! Love you little.
Deb. 2-23
DEAR MR. S. Your performance Sunday was magnificent. I can'.' ask for anything
more and I know you can't give
anything less. See you as usual
Friday. Ms. F. 2-23
DEAR Jim Brian and George,
l'l like to get together and
consult with you on your new
redecorating prospects. Love
your hopeful interior decorator
P S. The I.A.C. distracts from
your suave image. 2-23
PEG thanks for being such an
understanding friend. I appreciate it. Teresa. 2-23
DANA CLASON-6 weeks isn't
that long! We love you! A
fuzzie. 2-21
A big thank you to all my
sisters who helped me get
through chapter review. Your
cooperation and support was
there when 1 needed it and you
are all appreciated! 1 am so
proud to be an Alpha Xi! 2-21
NANOO Nanoo space treckes
in the Crock Pot. You women
are the pits your men are not
really men at all and your
music sucks. The Table Next
door 2-21
THANKS to all my Phi Mu
sisters, expecially Jamie and
Patrice who kept me on my
skates and off the ice last
Saturday night. Linda 2-21*
TO my four great sisters who
kept a midnight vigil for me,
what can 1 say but thanks so
much and I'm glad Dominoes
delivers in bad weather. Lots
of Love, Linda 2-21

ROB. You shouldn't waste
gas. Eipecially a quarter of a
tank. What took so toog. We
heard you were quick, it only
takes 7 minutes. R.B.4 Ryan
2-23

BIG Brother Tom: Beware of
the evenings when you are
gone.. .and the "Fox" is on the
prowl. Love. Little Sister Sue
2-21

MAR CHIA & Dena. Its hard to
break old habit. Maybe you
two can teach a few to me and
then 1 can have your stats.
R.B. 2'23

DEAR L.- Yes it will be a good
life. I can't wait for it to begin.
Our love is what has made it
possible.
That and
our
dreams.... Love Always-"R"
2-21
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Raiders win 10th game and tie school record
By GRANGER BUTLER
Guardian Aaaodale Writer
The 150 people who were
fortunate enough to attend the
Wright State Women's basketball
game osi Tuesday, witnessed the
tying of a school record.
The WSU team defeated the
Wittenberg Tigers 67-51. extending their season record to
10-9. This ties the school standard
of total games won out of 19
games played.
ONE OF THE biggest contributing factors in WSU's win
was an excellent defensive effort.
Raiders Cindy Mercer and Jackie
Swenson both agreed that the
defense was the best of WSU's
assets in the contest.
The Raiders used a threefourths court press, popularly
known to Raider fans as the
"trap." "The trap worked well
against Wittenberg, but against
U.D. or Mount Saint Joseph the
trap wouldn't be as effective,"
Swenson said. "Wittenberg is a
slow running team, but Mount
Saint Joe and U.D. aren't, and
the trap isn't too effective against

a fast running team."
Mercer didn't quite sec eye to
eye with Swenson's thoughts on
the effectiveness of the trap.
"They ran right through our
blocks on the trap, or they would
easily pass to an open teammate." Mercer commented. "1
thought we did better underneath. I blockrd a lot of shots, and
we got most of our own rebounds."
IT SEEMED that the national
anthem was hardly over before
the WSU women had jumped to
an 11-6 lead. Actually, four
minutes had elapsed.
About 13:57 inio the half with
the score 17-10. WSU leading,
things began to get interesting.
Prior to this time, a lot of up and
down court running and dribbling
took place, but not many field
goals were scored.
Jayne Helmlinger broke the ice
for WSU. She grabbed a Tiger
rebound, sprinted down courS,
and put it up and in. Only 40
seconds later, she repeated the
identical play. She tried it twice
more in the next two minutes, but

failed each time.
THAT TWO MINUTES was
fraught with failure for both
teams, as neither WSU nor
Wittenberg scored, though each
team shot 10 or 12 times before
Pam Evans of Wittenberg ended
the stalemate on a two-foot jump
shot.
Thai aroused the Raider team
and caused Raider coach Pat
Davis to call the first time-out of
the game. As the WSU women
came back onto the floor, the
perspiration streaming from their
faces should have been a warning
to Wittenberg. There was to be no
more extra running or running
without scoring by WSU.
The first play after the time-out
was a Mercer p«\ss to Helmlinger.
Helmlinger, 10 feet out and
alone, jumped, shot and scored
two. One play later Mercer
brought the liall down court, saw
no one open, and shot. She hit
that shot and the next two.
WITH SEVEN MINUTES left
in the first half, Raider Beth Pie!
got her second foul. The Raiders
now had a total of seven fouls and

the Tigers had four. Neither Pie I
nor any other Raider exceeded
more than three fouls for the
evening. Wittenberg had only 11
fouls total, and WSU had 22
fouls.
"We are a non-aggressive
team. We try not to foul at all
costs. Fouling has been a problem
for us in the past, but not this
year," said Wittenberg coach
Caroline Zimmerman.
Mercer made a few more
assists and two baskets before the
first half ended. Swenson scored
all 18 of her game total points
during the first half. Mercer
scored eight of her ten points
before the half.
RAIDER JEANNE NERMANN
claimed most of the rebounds the
first half. She grabbed six the
first half. Biermann leads the
team in this department with 139
so far this year She's only a
freshman.
The Raiders shot a blazing 48
percent the first half, compared to
the Tiger 26 percent. Only 36
percent of the shots tried during

the second half were made by the
Raiders, and 25 percent were put
in by the Tigers.
At a little over 10 minutes into
the second half, Davis put in her
second team. Raider freshmen
Natalie Hunter, Donna Thurston,
Kathy Eigal, Joyce Kanney and
Lois Gebhart took the floor.
THE WSU REPLACEMENTS
had their hands full. Evans and
Gail Hunter of Wittenberg played
the guards' spots. Evans scored
eight of her game high 20 points
during that time. Hunter and
Nancy Blommer grabbed 11 of
their team's total 65 rebounds
during that period.
However. Thurston snatched
seven rebounds and scored two
baskets. Gebhart at center made
four points and claimed four
rebounds.
AH told, the Raiders made 27
points (he sccond half and the
Tigers made 26.
THE RAIDERS play at Defiance on Friday night, then at I
p.m. on Saturday they travel to
Ohio Northern.

Hartings lives "under the boards"
By BOB CANADY
Guardian Staff Writer
When Junior Center Steve
Hartings made the decision to
transfer from Kent State University to Wright State during his
freshman year, a lot of people told
him he was making a mistake and
would regret it.
"A lot of people said I would
think about it later and realize I
made a mistake," said Hartings.
"I was starting there as a
freshman but just didn't like
what was going on. I didn't reallylike the style of play."
WHEN HE FIRST came out of
Maria Stein high school in Marion, Ohio, Harcings decided he
wanted to go to a big school. "1
had offers from Bowling Green
and Ohio State as well. ! never
really thought about Wright State
because i thought it was too
small. Then wher. I quii after the
rirst quarttr at Kent, Coech
Brown fouivi out and goi in
o n U c t wttii me in about a -'eek.
He said ihey could hrlp me financially, and '.hut i could start the
winter quarter. So I c»me and
looked at the campus and 1 liked
it. becau-^ it was all new ani a
nice set-up."

Hartings thought it was hard to
just sit around for a year to wait
for a chance to play. "I practiced
with the team every day. but it is
not the same competition. 1 think
I lost a iot in not playing that
year." he said.
Hartings said he felt great
going into this season, and was
pleased with his play up until the
winter break. That was when he
injured his ankle, and was on
crutches for a couple of weeks.
"My leg was still bothering me a
little bit, and my shot just wasn't
falling. Last night (Wed. night
against St. Joseph) I felt it was
coming back." he remarked.
Hartings tied a career high 14
points against the Pumas.
"I THINK ! should be rebounding a little better. !t has
slacked off since I injured my
ankle. 1 don't always go out with
the same amount of aggressiveness. If a game is real aggressive
! tend to play harder, but if the
play is not real hard I slack off a
bit. That is where I hove to
improve a lit'.ie. With my weight
M 200 pounds I'm not quite as
heavy as some guys. That is one
thing I am going to work on this
lainingsome weight.''

First National Bank
.

Hartings explained.
"1 am really looking forward to
next year. I am going to work on
basketball all summer. Some
times when you go home, you
have a tendency to slack off a
little bit." he commented.
"Coach is going to look for some
big guys this year, so 1 am going
to have to work to be ready next
year. Because that is where I live:
under the boards."
-Pf-i:
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Raiders lose in overtime

Jimmy Carter has trouble with St. Joe's opponent at Wednesday's
loss.
Guardian photo by J .F. Carroll
Attention Veterans, Members of the Ohio National (^*id and other •
students!
j
Did you know that the Ohio National
Guard has a Tuition •
Scholarship Program that pays for your WSU tuition?
:
tuition?
:
If you're a veteran or current guardmember. we can assist you in :
becoming an officer by devoting just about sixty days of your time •
during the next fifteen months. For further information call toll free '•
1-800-232-7310. or locally S13-873-250S cr write: The Ohio Military :
Academy, 2811 West Granville Road, Worthington, Ohio 43085. '•
Note: Veterans are eligible to receive an Ohio National Guard j
r e ^ t o ^ o d « y l " P a d d i ' i o n 10 whatever federal G.I. Bill you're j
^
f

Tonight
U l i A

JwW.

• A1JH R\M*
MTIT: •

Best Movie of the Vcsr

THIS* A M TO
ARMIES Ot
TKI NIGHT

By BCB CAN AD Y
Guardian Staff Writer
In what was probably the most
exciting game of the year, St.
Joseoh's of Indiana defeated
Wright State 79-78 in an overtime
game, in the P.E. building Wednesday night.
The game was possibly a
preview of a match-up in next
week's regional tournament to be
held here at WSU. The chances
are not as good now that they will
meet in the opening round. Had
the Raiders defeated St. Joe. it
would have been almost certain,
since the No. 1 and 4 teams play
and the 2 and 3 teams play.
IT WAS A GAME the Raiders
should have won. To begin with,
the Raiders had a five point lead
at 71-66 with just 1:19 remaining
in
regulation
play. However, Tony Smith, a 6'5" forward
for St. Joe, hit a basket from
underneath to get the Pumas
within 3 points. Smith almost
became the goat of the game, as
he fouled Jimmie Carter with one
minute remaining. It turned out
well for St. Joe, as Carter missed
the front end of a one and one.
Then Neil Brown hit a jumper for
St. Joe to get them within one
with 46 seconds left, and they
called a timeout.
Once again, Smith almost
ruined his team's chances. As
Bob Cook prepared to throw the
ball in bounds, Smith reached out
of bounds and slapped the ball
from Cook's hand, which is an
automatic Technical Foul. Eddie
Crowe stepped to the line and
swished the free-thro*/. Now all
WSU had to do was bring the ball
in bounds and run the remaining
46 seconds off the clock. That
v/as not to be the case as the
Puma defense forced Crowe into a
turnover and Neil Brown went
down to hit his second straight
jumper, tying the game with 30
seconds left.
WSU called two straight timeouts to set up their plays with
eight seconds left. Junior Guard
Bill Wilson drove down the lane
and passed off to Cook who tried a
desperation shot from five feet at
the buzzer. The ball rolled off the
rim and the game went into
overtime.

IN OVERTIME, both teams
traded baskets and the score
remained tied, With the score
78-78 WSU again had control of
the game and could wait for the
last shot of the game to cither win
it or send it into another overtime.
The Raiders worked the ball
around until Wilson got it with
about 12 seconds left, and dribbled towards the basket to pull up
for a 10 foot jumpshot. An'open
shot and the right person to shoot
it, but Wilson didn't realize there
were still nine seconds left on the
clock. The shot missed and went
out of bounds to St. Joe. They
inbounded the ball and still had to
go ninety feet in seven seconds,
but they were saved when Carter
fouled Smith with five seconds
left.
Smith sank the front end of the
1-1 and missed the second. The
Raiders got the rebound and
immediately called a timeout with
four seconds left. The got the ball
in bounds quick after a timeout
and got it down to Wilson, who
pulled up for a shot out past the
top of the key from 25 feet. It was
on target until it hit the back of
the rim and bounced away.
"I WAS HOPING it would go
in," remarked Wilson after the
game. "But in the back of my
mind I thought it would probably
be a little long. I had too much
momentum going forward that
carried the ball long. If I could
have stopped and gone straight
up it might have made it. I didn't
know there was that much time
left when I shot that one at the
end of regulation. I just saw it was
in single digits and thought I'd
better shoot. It was a good shot,
just not the right time to take H."
St. Joe Coach George Waggoner was really pleased with his
team's effort. "Sims and Downey
did a great job out there for us
tonight." said Waggoner, in reference to guard Kevin Sims, who
had 16 points and 8 assists, and
Dave Downey, a 6'8" forward
who single-handedly killed the
Raiders on the boards and finished with 19 points. Downey was
playing with a broken bone in his
left hand, but pulled down 14
rebounds despite it. "He (Downey) controls the boards and Sims
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Volunteers Needed
Womanline. a counseling service for women, needs volunteers in the areas of counseling. telephone answering,
nursing, typing and clerical,
sorting baby clothes, public
relations, and sales personnel
in the North and South shops.
Placement is through personal
interviews and volunteers can
work in the office at 1106
Brown Street, Dayton. Ohio or
from their home. Foster homes
and baby clothing and furniture donations arc also needed. If you can help, please call
Womanline at 223-3446.
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controls the ball," explained Waggoner.
"I'd say I got the ball 85
percent of the time," said Sims,
"even though Kates and I were
trying to get the ball to Downey.
We know if we're not getting the
ball to him. we're not effective, so
we just tried to penetrate the ball
in the second half and get it to
him."
SIMS THINKS that when it
comes down to tournament time.
St. Joe's will have the advantage
since they have already been
there three time. Sims was there
each time.
"It will be a tough game
considering their home court
advantage, and the enthusiasm of
their fans., but we have the
experience and that will help us.
Hopefully, it will make a difference," said Sims.
Carter led the Raiders with 20
points. Wilson was right behind
him with 19 points and seven
assists. Steve Hartings tied a
career high with 14 points and led
the outrebounded Raiders with 6.
The Pumas beat the Raiders on
the boards 46-27. Forward Jeff
Bragg, who is just recovering
from a knee injury which has kept
him out of action for a few weeks,
was 5-7 from the field for 10
points. Crowe led the Raiders
with 9 assists, one short of t i e
record for a single game.
THE LOSS stopped the Raiders' winning streak at seven in a
row, one short of the school
record, and also cost them a
chance for a 20 win season (in
regular season play). The Raiders
face the University of MissouriSt. Louis Saturday night, and
conclude the regular season
against Spring Arbor on Monday
Tiight.
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